Along the A10 from the north and west (Berliner Ring)

Follow the A10 until junction 'Spreeau', turning there onto the A12, direction Warschau/Frankfurt (Oder). Leave the motorway at exit 5 'Fürstenwalde-Ost' and turn leftwards onto the B168, direction Beeskow. Turn right after about 6.5 km onto the L42, direction Lindenberg. Follow this road, passing through Wilmersdorf, Hartensdorf and Herzberg. This takes you into Lindenberg, where you continue until you drive on the Herzberger Straße. Turn left into the Schulstraße, which then bends to the left into the road ‘Am Observatorium’. Continue on this road up to the entrance of the observatory.

By train/local public transport

Take the S46 suburban train (S-Bahn) to the station Königs-Wusterhausen, change there to regional railway RE36, direction Frankfurt(Oder), getting off at Lindenberg(Mark) (9 stations). Leave the station and turn right onto the Hauptstraße, direction Herzberger Straße. After about 190 m, turn right into the Schulstraße, which, after about 400 m, bends to the left into the road ‘Am Observatorium’. Continuing on this road, you will reach the observatory after about 240 m.